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Paintings
you see

whole palace looked endless, like two
mirrors set face to face. Much later,
when I too had turned into a mother

‘e m

Are you allowed to play with
paintings? Draw on them? Draw
in them? Draw yourself in them?
Draw yourself into them? Are you
allowed to play with the people
in the paintings? To dance, make
faces, and throw snowballs at them?
In this book you are!

in a museum
but

and an artist, I thought up this book.
It’s a book that answers the question

This book draws you into the
vast world that the Dutch
discovered for us. It is the
world as observed not by
a god or a king, but by an
ordinary person — the same
as you and me.

I anxiously asked as a child — “Am
I allowed?” — with an “Of course
you are!”
My book will show you parts of
Dutch paintings in the Hermitage.
I also drew and I wrote in it — but
I left lots and lots of blank space for

Nika Dubrovsky

On weekends my mother took me to

you. Draw in it! Write in it! Paint it!

the Hermitage, a vast museum in the

Color it! Now it’s your book, and it’s up

Russian city of Saint-Petersburg,

to you to make it a unique work of art.

that once was a palace for princes

The end of this book tells you what

and princesses. I especially liked to

painters and paintings I included.

see little paintings of people doing
things I understood — dancing,
skating, playing games. They came
from Holland, a country where Dutch
people live.
I also was little back then. That is
why, to me, the paintings were large,
the galleries went on and on, and the
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I made a face. Not my own face.
I made the face of somebody else.
I drew somebody making a face.
Can you draw somebody making a face?

THEY LIKED
TO MAKE FACES,
e s p e c i a l ly i n p i c t u r e s !

They were the aces of faces. Silly
faces, scary faces, sad faces,
smiley faces. They knew how to
face themselves, alright! They
faced themselves in pictures.
“Who am I, really?”
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THEY LIKED TO DANCE
o n h o l i d ay s o r o f f .

If the day was no holiday, they would just party without
a cause. And on a day with no parties (such days were rare),
someone might start dancing in the middle of the street...
and, soon enough, the whole town was getting down! “When
in Holland, make holidays,” said the people of Holland.

And what are your dancers doing?
Are they prancing, are they flying, are they
falling, are they spinning in the air,

are they stomping on the ground,
are they huffing, are they clapping,
are they making no sound?
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THEY LIKED
TO GROW FLOWERS,

Draw something that you like
more than money.

e s p e c i a l ly t u l i p s .

The Dutch took to growing tulips because
tulips are beautiful. They took to selling
tulips because they were poor. Tulips became
expensive. Then they took to buying and
selling tulips because tulips were becoming
even more expensive. The Dutch became rich.
But then they stopped buying tulips, because
why would you buy something just because it is
expensive? Duh! The Dutch became poor again.
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THEY LIKED FIGHTS
i n t i g h t s!

Draw Dutch people
separating Dutch people
who are fighting
Dutch people…

I don’t know if they fought all the time or if they just
thought fights look good in paintings, the way we think
they look good in movies. Dutch people in paintings pull
other Dutch people in paintings by the hair, hit other Dutch
people in paintings with fists, and even try to poke them
with knives.

but failing and starting
to fight Dutch people.
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THEY LIKED FISH,
e s p e c i a l ly h e r r i n g .

How they loved herring! They loved herring
a lot. They even held an Annual Herring Test
where people stuck fish in their ear and said
they were “heart” of herring.

I hate herring. What I “heart” is cake.
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I especially “heart” magic cake.
It's magic because when you cut a slice off it, it grows
right back again. Draw my cake all over the page!
Put ice cream all over it, and chocolate, and berries, and...
maybe herring?

THEY LIKED HOLLAND.
they called it

“the

c i t y o n t h e h i l l”

e v e n t h o u g h i t wa s f l at .

The Dutch thought they were much more
normal than other people. They thought the
people around them were just weird. Like,
why weren’t they Dutch?

I drew people who don’t look like other people.
They turned out to look a little like aliens.
BUT WHY CAN'T YOU BE FRIENDS WITH ALIENS?
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Draw best friends who are not
like each other.

I think the lines and curls skates leave
on ice are a kind of writing in a language
I don’t know. Write something
in a language you don’t know.

THEY LIKED
ICE-SKATING
o n i c e o r in p i c t u r e s .

Holland is cold in winter and, at the time
when Dutch people loved painting, there
were no televisions or computers (which
is why they loved painting), so in winter
everyone who wasn’t a painter went iceskating and everyone who was a painter
painted people ice-skating.
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I drew objects of the kind
a magician might own.

THEY LIKED SIMPLE THINGS
and put them in pictures called still lifes.

A still life could show food, flowers, musical instruments,
books, clocks, candles, and so on. Food eventually gets
eaten, flowers wilt, musical instruments play music, book
outlive their authors, clocks count the hours, candles go out.

Draw simple objects that are secretly magical.

A still life is a picture of time.
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THEY LIKED TO BE WITH FAMILY

Draw your family.
Include relatives that don’t exist.

a n d e v e r y b o d y i n i t.

They loved all their relatives,
even ones they didn’t like.

Like your great-great-grandmother,
your third aunt three times removed, and your five
incredibly annoying younge r brothe rs.
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THEY LIKED TO SAIL
a n d t o t e l l ta l l ta l e s .

I drew a head covered in tails.
You can ask it what happens on the other
side of the ocean. Just don’t comb it.

The Dutch knew how to build tall ships that
could sail the ocean. They sailed to places
that were totally unlike Holland and, when
they come back, they told stories about them.
Some of the stories were true.

Draw fantastic creatures that you would like
to encounter in your travels.
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THEY LIKED REFUGEES.
they let them come to holland.

Back then, people used religious difference as an excuse to steal. If you didn’t
have the same religion as your neighbors, they could take your belongings,
chase you from your home, and even kill you. The Dutch thought that was
dumb. “Come live with us!” they said. “People should believe whatever they
want, as long as they work.”

I would like to work on a rubber boat,
where I helped draw people out of water.
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Draw the strangest creatures
you would want to live with.

THEY LIKED
BOARD GAMES
and l anguage games.

Just look at them: sometimes they sing,
sometimes they dance, and sometimes they
even play board games. Other people in

DRAW A BOARD GAME
THAT DOES NOT MAKE YOU BORED.

other countries had other hobbies: pillaging,
plowing, praying, and other things starting
with P or other letters.
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AND WHO'S PULLING YOUR SLED

THEY LIKED
RIDING
t h r o u g h t h e s n o w.

When I was a Russian child
riding over the winter snow
in a sled pulled by my mama
or papa, I imagined I was
being taken somewhere by
an untalkative kalamazebra
or a flock of minuscule
flying bears.
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THEY LIKED
BEING TOGETHER
a l o t.

Dutch people who liked to dance also liked to
hug and kiss each other — even when dirty,
sweaty, and stinky. The worse your friends
smelled, the more love you expressed by
hugging and kissing them.

Me and my friends are too old
to have pillow fights or to run around
like crazy. We have to make do
with talking while eating.
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Draw your friends
and what you like to do together.

I would like to make friends with a cat who was also human,
and an orangutan who was part kangaroo and part parrot.
Draw the animals you would want as friends.

THEY
LIKED ANIMALS.
t he y m a d e fr ie nd s

w i t h c at s a nd d o g s .

Most Dutch people were farmers. Raising
cows and sheep was their job. But they
preferred to pose for pictures with cats
and dogs. Cats and dogs are better at being
friends. They can be house-trained, which is
a great advantage in friendship!
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My dream city looks like this. In the middle of it there’s a playground
where everyone goes to play. Food grows on trees.
It’s not yucky. No one has to work.

THEY LIKED
CITY LIVING.

What does your dream city look like?

it turned them into citizens.

In the middle of the city was the main
square with a market, a church, and a city
hall surrounded by houses and workshops.
A river ran through it for fun and profit.
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I love to read. That’s why I wrote this book.
I love to share what I love.

THEY LIKED TO READ
anything with letters.

The pictures show all kinds of Dutch people reading: children, women,
poor people, old people. They read alone or in company. Sometimes they
even think about what they read. It is interesting to look at the face
of a person thinking.

Draw somebody YOU HAVE READ a book about.
Or will read a book about, one day.
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THEY LIKED TO CLEAN.
i m a g i n e t h at .

I drew myself
slippe rs. The y fly.
The y run. The y have
a built-in motor.

“God made the world beautiful. It’s up to
men and women to keep it that way.” That
was the opinion of Dutch people. “Tidy your
room. Wash your hands. Change out of your
street shoes when you get inside.” Only
a clean house feels like a home.

Draw yourself slippe rs. Unreal slippe rs.
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THEY LIKED TO SHOP

I also love to buy stuff… Food! Books! Gifts!
Some for me and some for my friends.

b e c a u s e … w h o d o e s n ’ t ?!

And that’s why painters painted shops and markets where
people bought and sold food, books, jewelry, and lots of
other stuff. Some people even bought paintings of their
favorite places to shop so that they can look at them when
not shopping.

Draw what you want to buy right now.
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THEY LIKED THEIR LAND

When I was little I was afraid of war. In school they told us
to hide under desks in case of attack by some unnamed enemy.

a n d t h e y w o r k e d h a r d t o p r o t e c t i t.

Holland lies flat and low at the mouths of huge rivers on the
edge of a stormy sea. Its soil is unsteady. The Dutch have
always been afraid of floods. They built dikes and levees to
defend their land. They frightened children with tales of
towns submerged by waves.

Draw fear.
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THEY LIKED TO MAKE MONEY.
t h e y c o u l d n o t g e t e n o u g h o f i t.

If I had enough money, I would
spend it on a trip around the world
with my friends.

“When people work hard, God helps them
make money,” thought the Dutch. “How much
money you have shows how much God loves
you.” And you can never get enough love.

Draw what you would buy if somebody
gave you an entire bag of coins.
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THEY LIKED
MUSIC.

Even Dutch cows loved music. They always
wanted to sing along but their mouths
were shaped wrong. “Music is so moving,”
the Dutch cows kept trying to say.

t h e y a m u s e d t h e m s e lv e s
with it often.

If you were in Holland
you’d hear music
everywhere: in houses and
taverns, at markets and
fairs, in the street or the
countryside — anywhere!

Do you like music? Draw it!
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THEY LIKED SCIENCE
and scientific instruments.

The Dutch built windmills, dams, telescopes,
and microscopes. The philosopher Spinoza,
son of Jewish refugees, earned money by
cutting lenses from glass. Lenses let you see
things that are far away as if they were up
close, and things that are small as if they
were big — or the other way around!

I would like to invent a lens that makes me change size.
Then I can be big when I want and small when I want.
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Draw a scientific instrument
of your own invention.

I like to draw portraits.

THEY LIKED PAINTINGS:
pa i n t i n g t h e m , b u y i n g t h e m , o w n i n g
t h e m , o r j u s t l o o k i n g at t h e m .

They painted many paintings — millions
of them, in fact! It used to be that you saw
paintings only in churches or castles, but in
Holland they thought paintings were so cool,
everybody should have them!
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Fill this page with pictures of people
you know and people you don’t.
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COMMENTARY
They liked to make faces

They liked herring

The Dutch were fascinated by what the face
of a person tells us about the person, and
how faces are transformed by emotion and
thought. Artists like Adriaen van Ostade
painted common people making funny
faces. Rembrandt, on other hand, painted
his own face to understand who he was. It is
not easy to know who you are.

One Dutch sailor found a way to make
herring taste less bitter. He took out the
gills and then packed and salted the fish
in barrels. Herring became a staple. The
Dutch sold it all over the world. They even
honored it with a special holiday, Herring
Day. Unfortunately, after you pull out
somebody’s gills and then pack and salt
them in barrels, they may no longer feel
like celebrating.

They liked to dance
Dutch dances were the dances of ordinary
people. They loved dancing on Sundays
after church, or at festivals and fairs,
called the Kermess. The American poet
William Carlos Williams wrote a poem
called “The Dance” about another painting
of a Kermess: Find it online! Can you hear
how the rhythms of the poem repeat the
rhythms of awkward but spirited dancing?

They liked Holland

They liked to grow flowers

They liked ice-skating

Tulips came to Holland from Turkey in
the sixteenth century. By the seventeenth
century, the entire country was neck-deep in
tulipomania. The passion for these flowers
led to formation of the first financial bubble
in Europe. The Dutch bought and sold bulbs
with the demand, and consequently the
prices, ever on the rise. At one point a rare
bulb cost as much as a small house. Tulip
prices became wholly independent of any
use one might put the flower to, except the
financial. Then suddenly the tulip market
collapsed. The first investors became very
rich, while the last ones went bust, just as it
always is in a financial bubble.

The Dutch invented ice-skates with metal
blades inserted into a wooden base.
They also played a kind of golf on ice that
became the prototype of hockey.

They liked fights
City-dwellers, who thought they were better
than poorer country folk, enjoyed pictures
of peasants engaged in fighting, drinking,
and similar crude activities.

Holland, once owned by Spanish kings,
fought a bloody war of independence from
the 1560s to the 1640s. It started because
the Spanish, who were Catholic, tried to
impose their religion on the Protestant
Dutch. The Dutch did not like other people
telling them how to think.

They liked simple things
The Dutch loved all the things that made
home, home — especially household
goods and food. They admired the way
different surfaces reflected light. They
were mesmerized by textures, colors, and
consistencies. They thought about the
promise of taste in look and smell. They
wanted painting to scrupulously record
everything they liked, because nothing lasts
forever.

THEY LIKED TO BE WITH FAMILY
Dutch women taught their children how
to read and count. The family was thought
of as sacred, almost like a church. It was
to be a place of love, care, and respect,
rather than that of control and coercion.
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Dutch Protestants treated children with
greater liberality than Catholics did. The
freedoms enjoyed by Dutch women and
girls surprised tourists.

They liked to sail
Lying on the North Sea, Holland had skilled
coastal sailors who helped it win freedom
from Spanish rule. In the seventeenth
century, the Dutch had colonies and trading
settlements in the Americas (including
what are now New York and Brazil), Asia
(including what are now parts of Indonesia),
and even South Africa. They were also the
only European nation allowed to trade with
Japan. The grandsons of herring fishermen
sailed tall ships laden with spices across
the Indian ocean and around the Cape
of Good Hope! By 1669 the Dutch fleet
consisted of about 600 ships serviced by
somewhere near 50,000 sailors.

They liked refugees
By the end of the seventeenth century,
foreigners and their descendants made up
a significant portion of the population of
Holland. Many had fled from persecution
on religious grounds. Others came
for intellectual freedom. The French
philosopher René Descartes moved to
Holland to work uncensored. The Dutch
philosopher Baruch Spinoza came from
the Jewish community: his ancestors had
escaped from Portugal. The Dutch provided
refugees with guarantees of asylum. They
had the right to choose their city and region
of settlement. There were no ghettos in
Holland.

They liked board games
Gambling was taxed and sometimes
banned, but the Dutch kept playing. One
game they liked was a kind of backgammon,
which Jan Steen shows in his painting.
Players roll dice to move checkers on the

board. Another work by Jan Steen — it
hangs in a museum in Berlin, where I now
live — shows people played backgammon in
taverns for money.

expected to read the Bible by themselves.
Apart from the Bible they also read travel
stories, early novels, poems, and books
about religion, science, and philosophy.

They liked riding through
the snow

They liked to clean

In winter the rivers, canals, and lakes in
Holland were coated with thick ice. Children
and grownups went sledding to get from
place to place or just to have fun.

They liked being close
to each other
Dutch society was democratic, at least
in comparison with the rest of Europe.
Power came from the community, not from
royalty. This is why artists often portrayed
communal activities that brought the Dutch
together and made them interact.

They liked animals
Many people lived in the countryside and
practiced animal farming. The Dutch
exported animal products to their colonies,
and Dutch cheese was especially famous.
But — let’s face it — cows and sheep are not
as entertaining up close as they are from
far away. Most of the time they just chew
and poop. Cats and dogs are more fun. Cats
and dogs know how to play.

They liked city living
Holland was more urban than any other
European country. Cities were guarded
by police in daytime and by men of the
watch at night. At first, as in Rembrandt’s
great painting The Night Watch, the watch
consisted of fellow citizens but, later,
professionals took over. Patrols walked
vulnerable passers-by home, apprehended
criminals, and picked up single women and
drunks.

They liked to read
The Dutch were more literate than other
Europeans. Many engaged in business, so
they had to know how to read, write, and
calculate. Being Protestant, they were also

Dutch women kept the windows and floors
of their houses very clean. Household
manuals advised that linen be changed
regularly, that dishes be washed after
every meal, and that people coming into the
house put on slippers. Dutch farmers even
sponged their cows! Envious Europeans
wanted to call them “spongers” but it did
not stick.

They liked to shop
The Dutch empire was a capitalist one, an
empire of trade. Dutch towns were full of
shops and markets. The shops stocked
goods that were local, but they also carried
products from all over the world. Dutch
love of commodities is evident from the
level of detail and the effort accorded them
in paintings.

They liked their land
A fourth of the land of Holland is located
below sea level. This is why Holland is
also called the Low Countries or the
Netherlands. The Dutch fought against
water for each handful of soil. They learned
how to turn wetlands into fertile fields.
A Dutch proverb says, “God made the sea,
but we made the land.”

The y liked to make mone y
The Dutch thought of thrift as a
moral virtue. They watched over their
investments. They tried to spend less than
they made. The Dutch word “schuld” means
“debt,” “fault,” and “guilt.” It is related to the
English verb “should”: you should pay what
you owe! People who could not pay debts
went to prison. The Dutch thought God
wanted it that way.

They liked music
The Dutch did not just listen to other
people play music. They liked to play it
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themselves. They made music to interact
and spend time with each other. Their
favorite instruments were the violin, the
flute, the lute, and, for those better-off, the
harpsichord. Schools and music courses
taught how to play. Rich people took private
lessons.

They liked science
Foreign students flocked to Dutch
universities to study new approaches to
astronomy, chemistry, botany, and Middle
Eastern languages. Religion had relatively
little influence on academic activity. Some
professors were foreign scholars and
scientists who fled political or religious
persecution at home. Dutch scientists
invented many instruments for observation
and measuring: the microscope, the
refracting telescope, the mercury
thermometer, the pendulum clock.

They liked paintings
Approximately two thousand painters lived
and worked in Holland in the seventeenth
century! The Dutch did not worship artists
as prophets or heroes, but they did treat
them with respect. It was the same respect
a jeweler, shoemaker, or a shipbuilder
met with: the respect due to a person
who is good at doing something hard. Yet
Holland had no permanent public places
for viewing art. Museums had not been
invented yet, and Protestantism prohibited
putting images into churches. Ironically,
that prohibition encouraged Dutch artists to
paint what they knew best — everyday life! It
was by painting the world around them that
they learned to see it.
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Self-Portrait
1548.
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